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Hazcheck Validate and Early Access

We are excited to introduce the new Hazcheck Validate, a single solution for all
your maritime regulatory compliance, search and validation needs. Whether you
need basic dangerous goods regulatory information, or you want to access
advanced validation features, Hazcheck Validate has you covered.

Commencing with the replacement of our DGL Lite App, visit
https://app.hazcheck.com to find basic information relating to dangerous goods.

We are also launching our Hazcheck Early Access, existing Hazcheck Online
and Hazcheck Workstation users can test and provide feedback on our new
functionality. To access the preview, please contact services@hazcheck.com
and we will arrange complimentary access along with your current subscription.
Join us in creating a future where safety and efficiency seamlessly come
together. Discover a smarter, safer way to ship dangerous goods.

IMDG Refresher Course

It is a mandatory requirement that IMDG Code training is periodically
supplemented with refresher training to take account of changes in the
regulations. Our online IMDG Code Refresher Course offers just that providing a
concise yet comprehensive update on the latest Amendment 41-22 changes for
transporting dangerous goods by sea whilst providing you with a recap on the
main provisions within the Code.

Taking this online course can elevate your maritime knowledge from anywhere
and at your own pace, ideal for the busy maritime professional!

This training can also be enhanced with add-on modules focusing on the
additional requirements in both ADR and 49CFR when shipping under a
combined maritime journey.

Sign up today to maintain compliance and keep your expertise up to date.

Sign up for IMDG Refresher

IMDG Coded Variant List

To enhance operational efficiency in the maritime sector, we highlight the
importance of the IMDG Coded Variant List (CVL) alongside the latest IMDG
amendment 41-22 update.

Developed in collaboration with the SMDG Group, the CVL addresses
challenges in identifying variants for UN Numbers during Dangerous Goods
(DG) exchanges.

Stay updated on these advancements and align with the latest changes in
amendment 41-22 by clicking the link below!

Download the Coded Variant List

Hazcheck Learn Replaces E-Learnbase

In alignment with Amendment 41–22, NCB Hazcheck has successfully refreshed
all of the e-learning courses related to the IMDG Code. Our updated courses are
currently available on Hazcheck Learn, our latest generation learning
management system.

Please be advised that as 31st March 2024, administrators and students will no
longer be able to access these records through using the e-learnbase.com
platform. We encourage users to download any old training materials and
certifications before the system is retired.

Click the link below to read more about the enhanced learning options provided
by the new courses, tailored for Amendment 41-22, and the Hazcheck Learn
platform. Make sure you have a smooth start to the new year and keep up with
the most recent standards.

View our courses

For more information email services@hazcheck.com
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